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Introduction

Abstract

1

The aim o/ this paper is to propose a way to extend the
framework o/ semantic tableaux in order ta compute several /orma o/ abductive explanations: atomic, conjunctive and in disjunctive formo Our /ocus is on computing
consistenf . explanations. 'fflat is, lormulas which satisfy the emailment and the consistency condition 01 the
standard logical lormulation 01 abduction.
Our stmtegy lor computing abductive explanations
avoids the constroction 01 inconsistencies and it is done
in a compositional lashion¡ abductive explanations with
complez /orma are corutrocted fromsimpler ones. This
allows us to identify special C41es, lor ezample that in
which there are no consistent atomic explanations whatSDever.

In the setting of abduction in artificial intelligence, log-
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ical as well as computational approaches are found.
While tbe former focuses on giving a semantics to the
logic of abduction, usually defined as 'backwards deduction plus additional conditions', the latter is concerned
witb providing algorithms to produce abductions. Ideally, computed abductions satisfy the semantic conditions of tbe lógltal formulation, and viceversa: formulas
which satisfy the semantic conditions can be generated
by algorithmic means.
The standard version of logic-based abduction as deduction via some consistent additional assumption; 8atisfying'certain extra conditions is the following (it combines some common requirements from the literature:
Konolige, 1990.,' Kakas et al., 1993., Mayer and Pirri,
1993):
Given a theory e (a set of formulae) and a
formula f{J (an atomic formula), a is an explanation if
1. eUa~f{J

2. a is consistent with

e

3. a is 'minimal' (there are several ways to
characterize miriimality).
4. a has a syntactic. restriction ,(usually an
atomic formula).
An additional condition not always macle explicit is
that e ~ f{J. Sometimes, the latterconditionfigures as
a precondition for an abductive problem.
There are several options for treating abdtiCtion from
a procedural perspeCtive. One is standard proof analy~
sis, as in 'logica1 proof theory. Another appróach Would
program purely' computational algorithms to ,produce'
the various types of abduction that we want.

s
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An intermediate possibility is logic programming,
which combines proof theory with an algorithmic Havor.
This is a popular framework, and it has opened a whole
field of abductive logic ,p rogramming (ALP) (Kakas et
al., 1993). Another framework in line with logic programming is semantic tableaux. This is a well-motivated
standard logical framework. But over these structures,
different search strategies can compute several versions
of abduction. Moreover, we cm naturally compute various kinds of abducibles: atoms, conjunctions or even
conditionals. This goes beyond the framework of abductive logic programming, in which abducibles are atoms
from a special set of abducibles.

2
2.1

Semantic Tableaux
The
Framework
Tableaux

of

Semantic

The logical framework of semantic tableaux is a refutation method introduced in the 50's independently by
Beth (Beth, 1969) and Hintikka (Hintikka, 1955). A
more modern version is found in (Smullyan, 1968) and
it is the ane used here. The main idea of this framework
is the construction of a tableau (a tree-like structure) for
a theory e (a finite set of formulae) and a formula ""cp in
order to prove whether e F cp. If the resulting tableau
is dosed (no branches are open) then e and ...,cp are unsatisfiable, showing that e F cp. Otherwise, one or more
counterexamples have been constructed (showed by the
open branches of the tableau) and e p6: cp is conduded.
Semantic tableaux are a sound and completesystem:

However, al~hough there is some work on diagnosis
applications using ~ableaux (Baumgartner et (11., 1997),
and on implementing inductiveprinciples for tableaux
(Baaz et al., 1997), there is practically no work in modeling abduction in the framework of semantic tableaux.
there is a dosed tableau for
One exception is found in (Gervás, 1995), in which
tableaux are used to model natural language presuppositions, which is viewed as ,anabductive phenomenon.
And they constitute a decision rnethod for propoThe only other exception -oí which we know of is found .
sitional logic. This is different with predicate 10gic,
in (Mayer and Pitri, 1993), which hasbeen a source of
where quantifier rules may lead to unbounded repetiinspiration to our work, but has gone in different directions. In t~e latter case, the tableau method is only
tions, .both conceming strategy and output.
semi-decidable. (If the initial set of formulas is unsatisfiable, 'the tableau will dose in finitely many steps. But
Modeling abduction in semantic tableaux shows that
if it is satisfiable, the tableau may become infinite, withthis mathematical framework has further uses which go
out terminating, recording an infinite model.) In this
beyond . theorem provj.pg ánd model checking. In our
pap~r, we shall only consider the propositional case.
proposal for abduction, tableaux serve as structures to
For convenience in what follows, we give a quick refrepresent theories, and these may be .extended or reerence
list of sorne major notions concerning tableaus.
tracted via special strategies to compute consistent explanations.
'
Closed Branch : A branch of a tableau is closed if it contains some formula and its negation.
Atomically Closed Branch: A branch is atomically
closed if it is' closed by an atomic formula or a negation thereof.

Overview
The paper is divided into three parts. In section 2,
we give a brief overview of th~ framework of semantic tableau and put forward acharacterization of extension types. In section 3, we propose abduction as a
special type of tableau: extension and discuss two strategies rOr itscomputation. In: sec;tion 4, we put forward
algorithms to compute the, several forms .oÍ- abductive
explanati~nsa.nd provide several examples. .In particular, ~xplanations withcomplex .· forms . are .'constructed
from .silnpler ones~ ,This allows us to ' ide~tify special
cases,. for example tha.t 4l.which th~r~ are~o consistent
" .
.
atomic expl~atipns· ,w~a~~ve~. .

6

Open branch : A branch of a tableau is open if it is not
c1osed.
Complete branch : A branch B of a tableau is complete
if for every formula in conjunctive form which occurs in
B, both its conjuncts occur in B, and for every formula
in disjunctive form, at least one of itsdisjuncts occurs
in B.
Completed Tableau : A tableau T is completed if every
branch of T is either closed or complete.

e F cP
e u {...,cp}.

Proof of

: A proof of

e F cP is a closed tableau for

Tableaux are widely used in logic, and they have rnany
further interesting properties. These can be established
by simple analysis of the rules and their motivation, as
providing an exhaustive search for a counter-example.
This presentation incurs no los s of generality. Given a
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completed tableau for a theory 8, which we denote here
as 7(8):

• f i closed: f

i

+ 'Y =

f

i

• f i completed open branch:

• If 7(8) has open branches, 8 is consistent. Each
open branch corresponds to a verifying model.
• If 7(8) has all branches closed, 8 is inconsistent.
Another, more computational feature is that, given
sorne initial verification problem, the order of rule application in a tableau tree does not affect the resulto The
structure of the tree may be different, but the outcome
as to consistency is the same.

2.2

Characterization of Tableaux Extensions

A tableau is extended with a formula via the usual expansion rules. An extension may modify a tableau in
several ways. These depend both on the form of the
formula to be added and on the other formulas in the
theory represented in the original tableau. If an atomic
formula is added, the extended tableau is just like the
original with this formula appended at the bottom of its
open branches. If the formula has a more complex form,
the extended tableau may look quite different (e.g., disjunctions cause every open branch to split into two).
In total, however, when expanding a tableau with a
formula, the effect on the open branches can only be
of three types. Either (i) the added formula closes no
open branch or (ii) it closes aH open branches, or (iii)
it may close sorne open branches while leaving others
open. In order to compute consistent abductions, we
need to clearly distinguish these three ways of extending a tableau. We label them as open, closed, and semiclosed extensions, respectively. In what follows we define
these notions more precisely.
A propositional language is assumed with the usual
connectives, whose formulas are of three types: literals
(atoms or their negations), conjunctions (o-type from
now on), or disjunctions (,8-type).

Definition
Given a theory 8, its corresponding completed tableau
7(8) is represented as the union of its branches. Each
branch is the set of formulas which label that branch.
7(8) = f 1 U ... U f
be opeh or closed.

k

where each f i may

Case 1 'Y is a literal f i

+ 'Y =

f i U {'Y}

Case 2 'Y is an o-type ('Y = 01
( (f i U {'Y} ) + 01) + 02

1\

Q2). f

Case 3 'Y is a ,8-type ('Y = ,81 V,82). f
{ (f i U {'Y}) + ,81), ((f i U {'Y}) + ,82}

í

+ 'Y

i

+ 'Y

=

That is, the addition of a formula 'Y to a branch is
either f itself when it is closed or it is the union of
its resulting branches. The operation + is defined over
branches, but it easily generalizes to tableaux as follows:
• Tableau Extension:

Our notation allows also for embeddings (7(8) +
{ 'Y }) + {,8}. Note that operation + is just another way
of expressing the usual tableau expansion rules. Therefore, each tableau may be viewed as the result of a suitable series of + extension steps, starting from the empty
tableau.

Definition. Branch Extension Types
Given an open branch f and a formula 'Y, the following
are the possibilities to extend it:
• Open Extension:
f

+ 'Y = Ó1

U ... U Ón is open if each Ói is open.

• Closed Extension:
f + 'Y = Ó1 U ... U Ón is closed iff each Ói is closed.
• Semi-Closed Extension:
f + 'Y = Ó1 U ... U Ón is semi-closed iff at least one
Ói is open and at least one Ój is closed, for i i j.

Extensions can also be defined over whole tableaux
by generalizing the aboye definitions. A few examples
will illustrate the different situations that may occur.

Examples
Let 8
7(8)

= {,a V b, e}.
= [,a V b, e, ,a] U [,a V b, e, b]

Definition
Given 7(8) the addition of a formula 'Y to each of its
branches f i is defined by the following + operation:

• Open Extension: 7(8)

+ {d}

(d closes no branch).

T(8) + d = [:"a V b, c, ,a, d] U [,a V b, c, b, d]

7
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.a V b

Given this characterization, it is easy to calculate for
a given tableau, the sets of literals for each type of extension. In our example aboye these sets are as follows:

I

e

~b

Open ={x I x::j; a,x::j; .e,x::j; .b}

fa

I
I

I
I

d

d

O

O

• Semi-Closed Extension: 7(E»
one branch).

7(E»

Semi-dosed ={ a, .b}
Closed = { .e}
These constructions will be ver y useful for the calculations of abductions .

+ {a} (a

doses only

+ a = [fa V b, e, .a, al U [.a V b, e, b, al

3

fa V b

I

~e

.a

I

I

a

I

I

®

O

• Closed Extension:
branches)

7(E»

7 (E»

Example

+ {.e} (.e

doses all

E>

~w
~~
.r
w.r
w

.a V b

.s

I

e

~
I
I
.e
·e
I

I

O

I

®

Finally, to recapitulate an earlier point, these types
oí extension are related to consistency in the following
way:
• Consistent Extension:
If 7(E» + {'Y} is open or semi-dosed, then 7(E»
{')'} is a consistent extension.

+

• Inconsistent Extension:

1f7(E» + {'Y} is dosed, then 7(E»
inconsistent extension.

8

Let E> = {s --t w,r --t w},
and let 'P = w.
A tableau for 8 is as follows:

+ .e = [.a V b, e, .a, .e] U [.a V b, e, b, .e]

®

The

In this section we will show the main idea for performing
abduction as a kind of tableau extension. To simplify
the notation from now on, we write E> +''P for 7(E» +
{''P }. Moreover, in the graphical representation of a
tableau, we omit the original formulas in the tableau,
showing only the subformulas representing them.

e

a.

Abduction in Tableaux:
Main Ideas

+ {'Y}

is an

I I

O

O

I

O

The result is an open tableau. Therefore, the theory
is consistent and each open branch corresponds to a verifying model. For example, the second branch (from left
to right) indicates that a model for 8 is given by making
s false and w true, so we get two possible models out of
this branch (one in which r is true, the other in which
it is false). Generally speaking, when constructing the
tableau, the possible valuations for the formulas are depicted by the branches (either -,s or w makes the first
split, then for each of these either .r or w).
When formulas are added (thereby extending the
tableau), sorne of these possible models may disappear,
as branches start dosing. For instance, when ''P is
added (Le . • w), the result is the following tableau for
8 + ''P:
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whole tableau):
{ 8,

Notice that, although the resulting theory remains
consistent, aH but one branch has closed. In particular, most models we had before are no longer here, as
w is no longer true. There is still an open branch, indicating there is a model satisfying 8 U.w (8, r, w false),
which indicates that 8 ~ w.

3.1

The Main Ideas

An attractive feature of the tableau method is that when
<p is not a valid consequence of 8, we get all cases in

which the consequence fails graphicaHy represented by
the open branches (as shown aboye, the latter may be
viewed as descriptions of models for 8 U '<p.)
This fact suggests that if these counterexamples were
'corrected by amending the theory', through adding
more premises, we could perhaps make <p a valid consequence of sorne (minimally) extended tlieory 8' . This
is indeed the whole issue of abduction. Accordingly,
abduction may be formulated in this framework as a
process of expansion, extending a tableau with suitable
formulas that close the open branches.
Our example aboye is indeed the paradigmatic exampIe of abduction in artificial intelligence. The theory
(8) is composed by the rules: the lawn is wet if the
sprinklers are on (8 -+ w), and the lawn is .wet if it
rains (r -+ w). The fact to be explained ('P) is the lawn
is wet (w). Therefore, the tableau is constructed with
8 +.w and the goal is to extend it in such a way that an
added formula closes the open branches. That is, with
an explanation for the observed fact.
In this example, the remaining open branch had the
following relevant (literal) part:
...,s

r, w, 8 1\ r, 8 1\ w, r 1\ W,

8

1\ 'W,

s V r}

Note that several forms of statement may count here
as abductions. In particular, those in disjunctive form
(e.g. the spinklers are on or it is raining: 8 V r) create
two branches, which then both close. (We will consider
these various cases in detaillater on.). Moreover, notice
that all but one formula of this set (the lawn is wet:
w, the trivial solution) is a semi-closed extension of the
original tableau for 8.

3.2

Generating
Strategies

Abductions:

Two

In principIe, we can compute abductions in accord with
the logical formulation (cf. section 1). A direct way of
doing so is as follows:
First compute abductions according to the entailment condition (1) and then eliminate aH
those which do not comply with the consistency condition (2).
This strategy first translates our abductive formulations to the setting of semantic tableaux (using our extension characterization) as foHows:
Given 8 (a set offormulae) and <p (a sentence),
a is an abductive explanation if:

+ '<p) + a) is a closed
F= <p).
(E> + a) is an open extension

1. (( 8

extension.

(8, a
2.

(8 ~

.a)
In addition to the 'abductive conditions' we must
state constraints over our search space for abducibles, as
the set of formulas fulfilling any of the aboye conditions
is in principIe infinite. Therefore, we impose restrictions
on the vocabulary as well as on the form of the abduced
formulas:
• Restriction on Vocabulary

I

a is in the vocabulary of the theory and the observation:

I

Voc(a) ~ Voc(8u{<p}), where Voc('IjJ) is the set of
atomic formulae occurring in 'IjJ.

...,r

• Restriction on Form
The following are (sorne) formulas whose addition to
the tableau would close this branch (and hence, the

The syntactic form of a is either a literal, a conjunction of literals (without repeated conjuncts), or a
disjunction of literals (without repeated disjuncts).

9
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Once it is clear what our search space for abducibles
is, we continue with our discussion. Note that the computation of consistent abductions involves inspection of
both closed and open branches. The algorithm would
proceed in the following two steps:

• Generating Consistent Abductions (First Version)
1. Generate all formulas a for which ((8 + '<p) +

a) is a closed extension.
2. Select all those a from aboye for which (8+a)
is a closed extension.
In particular, an algorithm producing consistent abductions along these lines must produce aH explanations
that are inconsistent with 8. This means many ways of
closing 7(8), which will then have to be removed in
Step 2. This is of course wasteful. Even worse, when
there are no consistent explanations (besides the trivial
one) , so that we would want to give up, our procedure
still produces the inconsistent ones.
Of course, there is a preference for procedures that
generate abductions in a reasonably efficient way. We
will show how to devise these, making use of the representation structure of tableaux, in a way which avoids
the production of inconsistent formulae. Rere is our
idea.

tableaux as an ordinary con sequen ce test, while being
careful about the search space for potential abducibles.
The computation is divided into different forms of explanations. Atomic explanations come first, followed by
conjunctions of literals, to end with those in disjunctive
formo Rere we sketch the algorithms for constructing
each form of explanation.
Our algorithm follows version 2 of the strategies
sketched earlier. That is, it first constructs those semiclosed extensions on the original tableau for 8 (which
are aH consistent) and then selects which of these is a
c10sed extension for 8 + '<p. The resulting a are considered the output explanations. This way we avoid the
production of any inconsistency whatsoever.

4.1

When computing consistent atomic explanations, we
want to avoid any computation when there are only inconsistent atomic explanations (besides the trivial one).
Here is an observation which helps us get one major
problem out of the way. Atomic explanations are necessarily inconsistent when e + .cp is an open extension.
So, we can prevent our algorithm from producing anything at aH in this case.

e

Fact 1 Whenever
+ '<p is an open extension, and a a non-trivial ato mi e abductive explanation (different from <p), it follows that
8, a is inconsistent.

• Generating Consistent Abductions (Second Version)
1. Generate all formulas a for which (8 + a) is a
semi-closed extension.

Proof.
Let e + '<p be an open extension and a an
atomic explanation (a f:- <p). The latter implies that ((8 + '<p) + a) is a closed extension.
Therefore, 8 + a must be a c10sed extension,
too, since <p closes no branches. But then, 8+a
is an inconsistent extension. I.e. 8, a is in consistent. -1

2. Select those formulas a produced aboye for
which ((8 + '<p) + a) is a closed extension.
That is, first produce formulas which extend the
tableau for the background theory in a consistent way
(but closing at least one branch), and then check which
of these are abductive explanations. As we will show
later, the consistent formulae produced by the second
procedure are not necessarily wasteful. They might be
'partial explanations' (an ingredient for explanations in
conjunctive form) , or part of explanations in disjunctive
formo Moreover, it turns out that in the atomic and
conjunctive cases explanations are sometimes necessarily inconsistent, therefore we identify these cases and
prevent our algorithm from doing anything at all (so
that we do not produce formulae which are discarded
afterwards) .

This result cannot be generalized to more complex
forms of abducibles. (We will see later that for explanations in disjunctive form, open extensions need not
lead to inconsistency.) In case 8 + '<p is a semi-closed
extension, we have to do real work, however, and foHow
the strategy sketched aboye. The key point in the algorithm is this. Instead of building the tableau for 8 + <p
directly, and working with its open branches, we must
start with the open branches of 8.
1.

Computing Abductions

4

Our strategy for computing consistent abductions in semantic tableaux will be as follows. We will be using

10

Atomic Explanations

e, -'P

are given as input and are such that:

e !fo -<p .

e !fo

'P,

2. Calculate e + -<p. If it is an open extension, then there
are no atomic consistent explanations (by fact 1), go to
Step 6.
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3. Calculate the set of literals {'Yl, ... ,'Yn} for which e+'Yi
is a semi-closed extension.
4. Select from aboye set those 'Yi for which (e + -<p) + 'Yi
is a closed extension.
5. The set aboye is the set of Consistent Atomic Explanations.
6. END.

4.2

Conjunctive Explanations

Single atomic consistent explanations may not always
exist, or they may not be the only ones of interest.
The case of explanations in conjunctive form (o: =
al A ... A a n ) is similar to the construction of atomic
explanations. We look for literals that close branches,
but in this case we want to get the literals that close
sorne but not all of the open branches. These are the
conjuncts of a 'conjunctive explanation'. Each of these
conjuncts ai may be considered as a partial explanation,
that which contributes to part of the explaining.
As a consequence of this characterization, no partial
explanation is an atomic explanation. That is, a conjunctive explanation must be a conjunction of partial
explanations. The motivation is this. We want to construct explanations which are non-redundant, in which
every literal does sorne explaining. Moreover, this condition allows us to bound the production of explanations
in our algorithm. We do not want to create what are
intuitively 'redundant' combinations. For example, if p
and q are abductive explanations, then p A q should not
be produced as explanation.
For conjunctive explanations, we can also avoid any
computation when there are only 'blatant inconsistendes' 1 essentially by the same observation as before.

Fact 2 Whenever E> + -'cp is an open extension, and
a = al A ... A a n is a conjunctive abductive explanation,
it holds that E>, a is inconsistent.
The proof is analogous to that for the atomic case.
In order to construct partial explanations, the ingredients of conjunctive explanations, the key idea is to
build conjunctions out of those formulas for which both
E> + "Yi and (E> + -'cp) + 'Yí are semiclosed extensions. The
reason is as follows: the former condition assures that
these formulas do close at, least one branch from the
original tableau. The latter condition discards atomic
explanations (for which (8 + -'cp) +"Yi is closed) and the
trivial solution ("Yi = cp when (8 + -cp) + "Yi is open).
Conjunctions are then constructed out of these formulas
and those which induce a closed extension for 8 + -'cp
are the selected conjunctive explanations.
Here is the algorithm sketch:
1.

e, -<p are given as input and are such that: e

e

~

-<p.

~ <p,

e + -<p. If it is an open extension, then there
are no conjunctive consistent explanations (by fact 1),
go to Step 8.
3. Calculate the set of literals {'Yl, ... ,'Yn} for which e+'Yi
is a semi-closed extension.

2. Calculate

4. Select from aboye set those 'Yi for which (e + -<p) + 'Yi
is a semi-closed extension. This is the set of Partial
Explanations: {'Yl, ... , 1m}, m ::; n.
5. Construct conjunctions from set of partial explanations
starting in length k (number of open branches) to end
in lenght m (number of partíal explanations). Label
these conjunctions as follows: PI, ... , ps.
6. Select those Pi from aboye for which (8 + -<p) + Pi is a
closed extension.
7. The set aboye is the set of Consistent Conjunctive Explanations.
8. END.
Here is an example:
Let E> = {-,a V -'e V b},
ing tableau is as follows:

and cp = b. The correspond-

{-,a V -,c V b}

---------------

-,a V -,e

/\

-,a

-,e

\ I

-,b -,b

b

I

-,b

I

®

I \
O O
Following the algorithm aboye, we have that the set
of literals {"Yl, ... ,"Yn} for which E> + "Yi is a semi-closed
extension is {a, e, -,b}, and the set of those for which
(E> + -'cp) + "Yi is a semi-closed extension is {a, e}. Thus,
aAb is the one and only explanation in conjunctive formo

4.3

Disjunctive Explanations

As for disjunctive explanations, unfortunately, we no
longer have the clear cut distinction between open and
semi-closed extensions to know when there are only
inconsistent explanations. The reason is that for explanations a in disjunctive form, (E> + -,cp) open and
((8 + -'cp) + a) closed does not imply that E> + o: is
closed because a generates two branches.
The key issue in the construction of the algorithm to
compute disjunctive consistent explanations is the following:
1. Construct disjunctive formulas by combining the atomic

and conjunctive consistent ones aboye: {'Yl, ... , 'Yn}
2. For each formula X in 8, construct a disjunction as
follows: -x V <p.

11
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AH disjunctions constructed aboye are consistent with
e. Moreover, they are such that added to (e + -'<p)
produce a closed extension. Each disjunct of item 1 is
an abductive explanation, therefore the disjunction is.
It is also easy to see that formulas constructed as in item
2 are consistent abductive explanations.
The construction as in item 2 suggests is that there
are always consistent explanations in disjunctive form,
provided that the theory is consistent:

e

Fact 3 Given that
+ '!..p is a consistent extension,
there exists an abductive consistent explanation in disjunctive formo

The key point to prove this fact is that an explanation
may be constructed as in item 2 aboye.
Here is an example:
Let e = {a}
<p = b.
The tableau structure for T(e U -,b) is as foHows:

e u-,b

I

a

I
I

-,b

O
The only atomic consistent explanation is b, the trivial one. Moreover, there are no 'partial explanations'
as there is only one open branch. So, there are no explanations in conjuctive formo Therefore, step 1 of the
aboye algorithm does not apply. As for step 2, since
the only formula in e is a we construct the disjunction
.a V b, which is the consistent abductive explanation in
disjunctive formo The effect of adding it to the tableau
is as follows:

e U { .b} U { .a V b}
I

a

I

.b

This examples serves as a representation of a case in
which a causal connection is found between a formula
in the theory a (e.g. it is raining), and a fact to be
explained (b) (e.g. the lawn is wet), namely that rain
causes de lawn to be wet (á -t b).

12

5

Conclusions

This paper proposes a way to compute abduction with
semantic tableau. For this purpose an appropriate extension of this framework was put forward characterizing several tableau extensions. Over this framework,
several algorithmic constructions were sketched to compute different forms of explanations: atomic, conjunctive, and in disjunctive formo Each of these constructions may constitute a module in a program for computing abductions (for the complete program, see (Aliseda,
1997). But this separation already gives us sorne aC-r
count of minimal explanations, when minimality is regarded as simplicity. As for conjunctive explanations,
as we have noted before, their construction is one of
computing 'partial explanations', those which partially
explain a fact by closing sorne, though not all open
branches for its refutation. Finally, explanations in disjunctive form can be constructed in various ways. E.g.,
one can combine atomic explanations, conjunctive explanations or form a conditional with any formula of
the theory e and <p. This reflects our view that explanations are built in a compositionl fashion: complex
solutions are constructed from simpler ones.
Semantic tableaux are a natural vehicle for implementing abduction. They allow for a clear formulation
of what counts as an abductive explanation, while being
flexible and suggestive as to possible modifications and
extensions. Derivability and consistency, the ingredients
of consistent abductions, are indeed a natural blend in
tableaux, because we can manipulate open and closed
branches with equal ease.
Even so, our actual algorithms were more than a
straight transcription of the logical formulation (which
might be very inefficient). Our computational strategy
provided algorithmic constructiops which produce consistent formulas, selecting those which count as explanations. The specification of each of these constructions
as well as the constraints on the vocabulary and form
of explanations, allowed to restrict the space search for
abducibles, in order to produce a finite number of explanations which are non-redundant and non-trivial.
Our proposal has several advantages over existing others. In particular, in (Mayer and Pirri, 1993) propositional algorithms over semantic tableau produce minimal atomic explantions or nothing at aH. Moreover,
their implementation follows version 1 of the strategies
sketched earlier, a way in which it is impossible to avoid
the production of inconsistencies. However, their proposal treats abduction in first order logic, something
which we left aside. Their analysis shows that while
propositional abduction is easy to compute, even considering· minimality, first-order abduction is inherently
undecidable. This may be the reason why most logic-
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based approaches to abduction are restricted to propositional or grounded theories (cf. Kakas et al., 1993.,
Konolige, 1990).
There are stiB further uses, though which go beyond our analysis so far, but may be found in (Aliseda
1997). They incIude various logical aspects of tableau
abduction, plus soundness and completness of our algorithms. Moreover, abduction as revision can also be implemented in semantic tableaux, involving a contraction
algorithm to copen branches' over tableaux. Finally, in
our view, abduction is not a new notion of inference tied
to a specific logic, but rather a topic-dependent practice
oí explanatory reasoning, which can be supported by
various types of logics. This idea suggests itself as an
extension to this work, namely, to take as a point of departure existing proposals which use semantic tableaux
íor modal and intuitionistic logics (cf. Baumgartner et
al., 1995., Galmiche, 1997), and extend their framework
to account for abduction.
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